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Traveller Document: Sacred Valley Medicine Voyage 
+ Epic Trek 

Guided by Mags MacKean, Liza-Marie Karshagen and Bernhard Karshagen

Overland 16-day trip, starting and ending in Cusco, Peru 
Tuesday 17th September - Wednesday 2nd October 2019 

Vision: an invitation to take part in a uniquely intimate medicine journey working with 
the sacred plant teacher, the San Pedro cactus, known as ‘Huachuma’, among the 
natural temples and power centres of the high mountains, the venerated ‘Apu.’ 
After our Sacred Valley immersion, integrate their healing power & perspective with 
2 night camping expedition, at Apu Ausengate & its famed crystal blue lakes. 

We will be diving into the mysteries of the Pre-Incan lands and ourselves. 
Supported by three experienced medicine practitioners, you will be guided along 
your own healing journey. Our three Huachuma ceremonies will be held at Liza- 
Marie & Bernhard’s home, where we can explore our own questions in the natural 
world about us undisturbed. Apu Pituseray overlooks this base. As we open up 
more and more to the whispering wisdom of the Sacred Valley’s wild temples, we 
will visit the aquamarine lakes hidden deep in the recesses of Apu Pitusiray. 

Our days in between are set aside for rest, integration, sharing and any additional 
1:1 support as needed. We will also be visiting the world-famous sites of 
Sacsayhuamán, Pisac, Moray, Chinchero and Ollantaytambo. All excursions are 
inclusive and optional – giving you the opportunity to mix your internal journey with a 
vibrant tour of some of Peru’s best-preserved world heritage sites.  

We will also partake in an Andean Despacho ceremony with Qu’ero Elder Juan 
Gabriel. He will also offer coca leaf divinations, healings and blessings with every 
participant, to help us deepen our journey and bridge our emerging selves into our 
everyday lives and responsibilities.  

See biographies of your three guides below. 

“Working with Mags is always a joy, she uses simple tools with such incredible skill that her 
facilitation appears effortless.  Encouraging embodiment of the change I am wanting to 
manifest has, quite literally, brought many possibilities to life for me.  Mags’ work has 
enabled real and tangible results to unfold naturally, absolute genius!” 

Hazel, Learning Consultant, U.K. 

“I have had the privilege of working with Mags MacKean in Peru. She shepherded me 
through a key soul retrieval and did so with skill, deep magic and compassion.” 

Tarra, Southern Carolina, U.S.A. 

“Magic Mags – an extraordinary shamanic practitioner, teacher and woman.”     Anne, Kenya 

All inquiries: mags@magsmackean.com
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Document Contents: 
1. Practicalities: Cost. Detailed daily schedule and accommodation info. 

2. Some background of the San Pedro cactus medicine, Huachuma. 
    Suggestions for further reading. 

3. Altitude and acclimatization.  

4. Kit list: weathering the climate, and conditions of our independent travel 

5. Medicine guide biographies 

6. Booking information 

7. Flight tips: international and local (after years of study for best deals!) 
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1. Practicalities 
Land cost: £2320 (+ £400 single supplement) or £2245 (dormitory/triple) 

Deposit: £850 non refundable. Early bird discount paid in full by 4th March: £125 

Included: 
All Ceremonial and guided therapeutic practices: 
• Three Huachuma medicine ceremonies 
• 1:1 shamanic support sessions as required (guest to shaman ratio:  

2/3:1)  
• Fire ceremony  
• ‘Despacho’ ceremony; (beautifully interactive Andean ritual, using natural 

elements - grains, flowers, seeds, herbs and candies - to create a 
mandala of prayers and intentions, which we then bury in the earth, or 
give back to the fire for quicker combustion) 

• Integration and Blessing Ceremony, with Juan Gabriel, Qu’ero Elder. 
Optional traditional Coca-leaf reading 

All accommodation Tuesday 17th September - Wednesday 2nd October 2019 
• Welcome dinner in Cusco (water included, drinks extra) 
• Cusco - 3 nights + breakfast 
• All breakfasts and dinners at Huaran, chez Lisa-Marie & Bernhard) 
• local transport for sightseeing excursions 
• Local guides, Cusco + Apu Pituseray + transport  
• Camping/tent hire, guide and porter assistance to Apu Ausengate 
• All site entrance fees 

  Not included:  
• International flight  
• Domestic flight: Lima-Cusco 
• Airport Transfers 
• Lunches - the generous breakfasts and suppers can be topped up with snacks or 

soups/light bites purchased in shops and café’s/restaurants we will encounter. 
Note: on medicine days, best to eat as little as possible until supper: perhaps a 
banana or two or few nuts if hunger is distracting your process 

• 2 evening meals + lunches in Cusco 
• Personal travel insurance (suggestion: STA Travel statravel.co.uk/travel-insurance 
• Drinks with group meals (except bottled water) 
• Tips 

All inquiries: mags@magsmackean.com
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Daily Schedule 

Day 1: 
Tuesday 17th September 2019 
ARRIVAL DAY 
Meeting point: Tambo Del Arriero Hotel 
	 	  Nueva Alta Nr 484 
	 	  Cusco 

• Arrival From 3pm 
• 6pm: Welcome meeting and introductions 
• 7pm: Welcome supper – traditional Andean cuisine 

Day 2: 
Wednesday 18th September 2019 
Morning: 
Exploration of San Pedro Market, a few blocks from our hotel. Experience Cusco’s 
thriving local market; sample the juices, and acquire ceremonial goodies: coca 
leaves, incense, palo santos bark, perfumes, candles, nibbles, and a poncho for 
the medicine days to keep warm while being inactive or in the evenings when 
temperatures plummet. 
Afternoon: 
Guided tour of Qorikancha, the most important temple in the Inca Empire. 
Dedicated to Inti, the Sun God. We move to Sacsaywaman, outside Cusco, the 
former capital of the Incan empire. Here we will hold our despacho to set our group 
and personal intent for our shared journey ahead. 
Organic local supper - as group or independently + early night! 

Day 3: 
Thursday 19th September 2019 

• Relaxed start. Check out. Transfer to Sacred Valley, our base in the village of 
Huaran 

• Meet Liza-Marie and Bernhard for medicine briefing 
• Supper & Early night 

All inquiries: mags@magsmackean.com
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Day 4: 
Friday 20th September 2019 
Huachuma Medicine Day 1 
Opening intention as a circle, and blessing to connect to the guardians of the land, 
our ancestors, and guardians seen and unseen. Welcoming the Grandfather spirit 
of Huachuma medicine. A time to dig deep and journey within for inspiration and 
letting go. 

• Light supper 
• Fire and quiet evening 

Day 5: 
Saturday 21st September 2019 

• Morning: Group sharing circle 
• Rest and downtime 
• Afternoon: Despacho Ceremony with Juan Gabriel. Optional coca-leaf 

reading. Fire ceremony. 
• Supper: Organic three course feast 

Day 6: 
Sunday 22nd September 2019 

• Breakfast and 10am departure 
• Visit Pisac Market. Option to venture up to the lower slopes of the sacred 

site above this beautiful town. Be warned: it is a fairly steep, heavy-going 
climb and you’ll have to judge your energy and general acclimatization on 
the day. 

• Lunch 
• Free time to explore 
• Return to Huaran 
• Supper 

All inquiries: mags@magsmackean.com
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Day 7: 
Monday 23rd September 2019 
Huachuma Medicine Day 2 

• 7am medicine start. We will be working with the energies of the powerful 
Apu Pitusiray. ‘Putisiray’ means ‘Dancing Princess’. It is a place of balance 
and harmony. This is a perfect environment to dive deeper into the 
medicine, building on Ceremony 1, exploring further the forces of yin and 
yang in our being, and how those energies play out in our lives and 
relationships 

• Check in and 7pm Supper 
• Fireside evening 

Day 8: 
Tuesday 24th September 2019 

• Morning: Group sharing circle 
• Rest and downtime 
• Optional 1:1 support with Liza-Marie, Bernhard and Mags 
• Breath-work session - led by Mags 
• Afternoon: Free time 
• Supper: included 

Day 9: 
Wednesday 25th September 2019 

• Morning: Breakfast 
• 10am: departure for Chinchero, Moray & Salineras 
• Unguided group visit to beautiful Moray and Chinchero. Moray was an 

agricultural centre where plants were developed and acclimated by the 
Incas and sent on to all corners of their empire. It was also a ceremonial 
centre, where wisdom grew alongside its corn. Prayers were offered to 
Mother Earth, the Pachamama, for fertility and abundance.  Chinchero is a 
beautiful hilltop village with dramatic open vistas and white-capped 
panoramas. Good choice of craft shops too and excellent restaurant for 
refreshments near the site entrance. The setting is exquisitely pastoral (one 
of Mags’ favourite sites!). Excellent views of Apu Pitusiray, which has 
towered over our stay in Huaran. 

• Afternoon: Late afternoon return  
• Supper: group organic feast at Huaran 

All inquiries: mags@magsmackean.com
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Day 10: 
Thursday 26th September 2019 
Huachuma Medicine Day 3 

• 7am start 
• Evening fire & supper 

Day 11: 
Friday 27th September 2019 

• Optional morning walk 
• Visit Pachar & Ollantaytambo, Pachar is an inter-dimensional portal. Off the 

beaten track, we will make offerings at one of the most beautiful and little-
known spots in the Sacred Valley. We have been slowly building up to the 
intense energies of this site. There is a rocky overhang, a perfect shelter to 
dive within the womb-like qualities of the area. Morning meditation before 
our exploration continues… 

• Midday: departure for Ollantaytambo. Unguided exploration of its ruins and 
charming mix of local crafts and eateries. Best surviving example of an Incan 
city, towered over by two Incan temples. Nestled within three valleys, 
Ollantaytambo is a charm of narrow cobblestone streets, and flowing water 
along Incan irrigation canals. 

Day 12: 
Saturday 28th September 2019 

• Early start for Apu Pituseray 
• Guided day hike with Mark 
• Hike the trail above the village of Calca, up to the wildly craggy and 

glaciated, Apu Pitusiray (allowing 2.5 – 3.5 hours), where we will make 
offerings, wander. Packed lunches. A rival setting for Lord of the Rings. 

• Return to Huaran for supper; fireside reflection 

All inquiries: mags@magsmackean.com
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Day 13: 
Sunday 29th September 2019 

Expedition to Apu Ausengate 
• Farewells to our hosts Lisa Marie & Bernhard 
• Private Transport (5 hours) to Apu Ausengate 

Unlike most other hikes in the region Ausengate (3600 meters) is not about Inca 
ruins, it's all about beautiful scenery; snow peaks, glaciers, colourful mountain lakes 
and the Rainbow mountain. It is the highest mountain in the south of Peru. Learn 
about its myths that have inspired Andean communities throughout time. 

• Trek to camp spot. Mules carry camping kit, food and supplies. 
• Explore area + enjoy hot springs 
• Camp supper 

Day 14: 
Monday 13th September 2019 
Honouring Apu Ausengate 

• Reflection; guided hikes; hot springs;  
• Packed lunches 
• Ceremony at glaciated pristine lakes.  
• Camp supper 

Day 15: 
Tuesday 1st October 2019 

• Decamp + return to Cusco for mid afternoon 
• Optional: last night together in Cusco 
• Hotel: group booking for final night of our expedition 

Day 16: 
Wednesday 2nd October 2019 
DEPARTURE DAY 

• Farewells after breakfast. Onward journeys to be arranged independently. 

All inquiries: mags@magsmackean.com
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2. San Pedro cactus background 

’Huachuma’ is the name of the spirit of this sacred plant teacher. Its post-colonial 
name is the San Pedro cactus. It is a spiritual medicine, with mescaline its principal 
psychotropic agent. Tall and erectile, it is a medicine acting as a gateway into the 
‘upper world’ of higher consciousness. It grows naturally at altitude and has been a 
sacrament of the high-mountain Andean cultures for more than three-thousand 
years. The impressive temple remains at Chavin Huantar are testimony of the 
medicine’s impact on a community. It flourished into a centre of unity 
consciousness from 1500 BC. Pilgrims travelled from all over Latin America for 
mass Huachuma ceremonies. The source of the Amazon begins its journey at 
Chavin, and the surviving stone masonry and ceramics show how the two worlds 
of jungle and mountain meet. The culture, set up around the principles of 
wholeness and what was good for all, naturally diffused after two-and-a-half 
thousand years. 

What can happen physically with the medicine?  

Huachuma’s effects vary – broadly, it opens the heart and expands perspective. It 
heightens sensual experience – touch, colour, depth and feeling. Once the 
medicine begins to make itself felt, its teacher spirit can communicate through 
insights, direct dialogue, visions, feelings, symbols. The world of energy and spirit 
becomes more tangible. We will be holding our ceremonies in little-known sites and 
expect to be uninterrupted. These natural temples are places of power and high-
energy. The character of place and their unique qualities will intensify the group 
experience and inform a participant’s journey. 

Huachuma is deeply cleansing, and we will be fasting on medicine days until 
supper. For those sensitive to low blood sugar, then a small banana or two, and 
some nuts can be consumed. Hunger cravings or fatigue might otherwise distract 
from your focus in the ceremony. The medicine can be a purgative – psychic, 
yawning, retching – possibly affecting the stomach; some vomiting and defecation 
might happen.  

How might the medicine impact us emotionally?  

We will be taking the medicine in daylight hours, a very different quality from a 
ceremony held in darkness. A ceremony is generally an interactive experience, 
where the natural world around us will inspire realizations, remembrances and 
healing. Nature – the flowers, birds, rocks, trees and animals – become a mirror for  
the inner psyche. The core focus of our ceremonies is healing. 

All inquiries: mags@magsmackean.com
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Wherever we place our attention will inform our experience. We can choose to 
explore our intimate relationships and patterns of thinking, beliefs and behaviour 
that might stop us from living richly in our daily lives. We will invite what is ready to 
be seen and felt from deep within us, to be witnessed and transformed. You’ll be 
encouraged each ceremony to set an intention, which will support you to guide 
your own journey and experience in the medicine. 

Preparation and caution 
the medicine will accelerate metabolic processes. The altitude too will make its own 
demands on the body. Three ceremonies are experienced as an infinity of time. So, 
on rest days as well as during ceremonies, we will need to ensure as much rest, 
hydration, warmth and any additional shamanic support when it arises. 

Useful reading 
The Humming Bird’s Journey to God - Ross Heaven 
The Four Insights - Alberto Villoldo (Shaman, Healer, Sage by Villoldo is a useful 
reference book exploring our luminous energy field. Villoldo apprenticed among 
Qu’ero Indians of Peru) 
Plant Spirit Medicine, A Journey Into The Healing Wisdom of Plants - Eliot 
Cowan 
The Mushroom and the Cross - John Allegors 
Antipodes of the Mind - Benny Shanon 

All inquiries: mags@magsmackean.com
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3. Being at altitude: acclimatization 

Cusco, our meeting point, is 3,399 m - 11,152 feet - above sea level. Altitude can 
affect everyone differently – typically loss of breath, fatigue, dehydration. This eases 
up after a day or several days of taking it slowly. Even if you are totally unaffected, it 
is fair to expect low energy and exhaustion after a long-haul flight and lengthy transit 
via Lima airport (a lot of time in pressurized cabins and air conditioned 
circumstances!) Please ensure you factor some rest into your travel time - either at 
Lima or in Cusco before we meet. Time your arrival to rest in Lima before 
continuing, or to have at least one night in Cusco for some recovery before 
meeting. As you will have seen, our programme is designed to be as flexible as 
possible - with as much rest and ‘down-time’; sight-seeing trips are optional. 

As well as taking it easy, drink lots of water and herbal teas. Coca leaves are an 
Andean endurance medicine and help acclimate. Brewed as a tea - mate de coca 
- is excellent for rehydration and acts as a mild stimulant. 

All inquiries: mags@magsmackean.com
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4. Kit List 
• Waterproofs: great as a wind breaker. November does not fall in the rainy 

season – but being in the mountains, conditions can change quickly and 
we need to expect everything!  

• Woollens: opportunity to buy traditional alpaca gloves, socks and hats (ear 
flaps) in Cusco. On Day 2, we’re going to San Pedro market – there will be a 
limited choice of good value ponchos and rugs. They are very useful for the 
evenings when temperatures dip and on ceremony days when our 
movement will be restricted. 

• Head torch 
• Sleeping bag 
• Day pack/ bag which is easy to pack essentials on trips and medicine days 
• Travel plug adapter 
• Trekking towel: quick-drying and portable 
• Bathing suit 
• Teva sandals (for lake swimming if you feel called for a ‘baptism’ plunge in 

the glacial waters…brrrr!) 
• Sturdy hiking boots/shoes 
• Earplugs  

5. Biographies of your shamanic guides 

Mags MacKean is the author of “Meetings on The Edge. A High-level Escape From 
Office Routine,” charting her mountaineering adventures around the world after 
quitting her 10-year BBC career as a broadcast journalist. Her second book, “The 
Upside Down Mountain” explores what happened after waking up to a fear of 
heights, in a journey of descent among the jungle swamps - described by the Daily 
Express as “sat nav for men and women of the road less travelled.” Mags 
immersed in the Amazon for 18-months to explore the inexhaustive medicines of 
the plants and trees.  She has supported hundreds of clients with her own 
shamanic medicine practices. Mags is qualified as a Healing the Light Body 
Practitioner with the Four Winds Society. She leads groups and facilitates 
transformational processes in Europe, Africa and Peru's ancient heartland. 


“I thought Mags’ workshop was excellent, bringing focus, clarity and empowered intent for these 
momentous times of social change.” Will, Bristol 

“I cannot think of anyone else who could have facilitated such a transformational, magical, and 
energizing time in Glastonbury, land of Avalon, other than Mags.” Paul Colorado, USA. 

All inquiries: mags@magsmackean.com
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Liza-Marie and Bernhard Karshagen 
Since 2007, Liza-Marie and Bernhard exchanged their corporate backgrounds for 
the calling of the plants and their vocation as medicine practitioners and wisdom 
keepers. They work together in ceremony, complimenting what the other brings, 
each with their own approach.  

Bernhard works with Tobacco in addition to Huachuma. He uses it based on 
guidance from the plants themselves. He supports clients to challenge their 
thoughts and limiting beliefs, guiding them to connect with their own truth; to step 
into their own being, empowered to return to their hearts. Bernhard healed himself 
of depression which had afflicted his life for more than 10 years. He shares the 
wisdom learned from his own experiences and study of non-dualism. 
  
Liza-Marie works with various plants from the South Africa, the Amazon Jungle and 
the Andes. She works with these plants energetically as well as with perfumes and 
tinctures that she makes from them. She has worked extensively with the Andean 
Rose and this is her primary ally.  Liza-Marie is a channel for the wisdom of her 
highest spirit allies. She has a deep connection to various land energies, angelic 
beings as well as the various Ancestor spirits as understood in the South African 
Zulu tradition, which she continues to study and guides all her work. 

6. Booking information 

Bank transfer to: 
Margaret MacKean, HSBC Sort Code: 40-42-16, Account Number: 21023225  
Bespoke Tour Land Cost: 
£2320 (+ £400 single supplement), £2245 (dormitory/triple) 
Deposit: £850 non-refundable 
Early bird discount paid in full by March 4th 2019: £125 
Note: our intention is to hold an intimate, intensive healing space. 
Maximum places: 8. 
Outstanding balance: to be paid by July 31st 2019 
Refund policy: 

• We advise you to take out trip cancellation insurance 
• The deposit is non-refundable 
• Cancellation up until July 31st 2019 is 50% of the total amount of the 

program 
• Cancellations received in writing after July 31st 2019 will not be refunded 

All inquiries: mags@magsmackean.com
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7. Flight tips 

Generally it can pay off to book as late as possible. Often there are some good 
deals when airlines want to fill remaining seats. You can get emailed alerts for ‘best 
deals and special offers’.  

From Bristol – advantages: cut down on travel time and expense to London. 

Best to book tickets with airlines avoiding stop in America: eg. KLM, Air France. 
British Airways. Iberia/Lan. Being an ‘alien’ can involve lengthy transit queues, and 
some fairly charmless handling by the immigration personnel. It can feel more tiring 
changing just as you’re settling into the long flight’s rhythm, unless you’re planning a 
stop-over to break up the journey. Most flights from London/Bristol go to 
Amsterdam or Madrid and then Lima. Typical flight time: 17 - 19 hours. 

LastMinute.com – excellent fare finder with ‘my dates are flexible’. Useful to scan 
the best return fares on particular days: they really can vary from one day to the 
next. Good to compare their rates against: Expedia. Cheap Flights.  

Local flights: Lima – Cusco (1 hour, 15 mins duration) 
LAN (most regular, and most expensive with two tariffs for Peruvians and tourists) 
Star Peru 
Peruvian Airline 
Avianca 

Best to book these flights with the airline’s website directly. More expensive via the 
travel search engines such as ‘expedia’ and ‘cheap flights’. These connections can 
be booked by our agent who has access to the best value flights, for a £50 admin 
fee.
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